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ABSTRACT: Nonlinear phenomena of lepton-photon interactions in external backgrounds
with a generalised periodic plane-wave geometry are studied. We discuss nonlinear
Compton scattering in head-on lepton-photon collisions extended properly to beyond the
soft-photon regime. In addition, our results are applied to stimulated lepton-antilepton
pair production in photon collisions with unrestricted energies. Derivations are consid-
ered semi-classically based on unperturbed fermionic Volkov representations encoding
the full interaction with the background field. Closed expressions for total probabili-
ties considering S-matrix elements have been derived. The general formula is applied
to Compton scattering by an electron propagating in an external laser-like background.
We obtain additive contributions in the extended unconstrained result which turns out
to be stringently required in the highly nonlinear regime. A detailed comparison of con-
tributing harmonics is discussed for various field parameters.
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1 Introduction

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is the fundamental concept of describing relativistic
electromagnetic interactions of elementary particles. The theory is in excellent experimen-
tal agreement: the theoretical prediction for the electromagnetic fine structure constant is
based on a four-loop calculation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron [1, 2]
and is consistent with the measured value on the level of 10 significant digits. However, in
the presence of strong external background fields, QED acquires novel non-perturbative
features and one enters a new interesting field of physics: the strong-field QED (SFQED)
[3–6]. The existence of background fields lead to surprising effects: the most known ex-
ample is the Schwinger mechanism [7–9], where electron-positron pairs are spontaneously
produced from the quantum vacuum fluctuations stimulated by the background field.

Theoretical studies of interactions in external background fields are mostly consid-
ered in the quantum mechanical Furry picture [10], which provides a modified represen-
tation of the usual Dirac picture. The modification in this approach is caused by adding
the external field to the free Hamiltonian. In case of the Dirac equation, for instance, if
the background is supposed to be a plane-wave, these dressed state solutions are known
as the so-called Volkov representations [11]. More on analogous semi-classical techniques
will be discussed in Sec. 2 below. On the contrary, in Refs. [12–14], the authors have
shown for the photon scattering process, see Sec. 4, that considering a radiation field as
fully quantised leads under certain conditions to the same result obtained with the semi-
classical approach.

After the invention of novel laser technologies much progress was made for strong-
field pair production [15] and for strong-field photon scattering [16–21], particularly in
specific plane-wave fields. Many other processes have mainly been studied either in
mono-frequent or constant plane-wave fields since backgrounds with such a space-time
dependence allow mathematically an exact treatment of the interaction, also because those
field geometries can suitably be applied for modelling electromagnetic fields of laser
beams [22].

Further strong-field phenomena have been already comprehensively investigated:
for instance the laser-assisted pair production process in the field of a nucleus [23–27].
Other second-order processes which are related to two-loop self energies have been con-
sidered, including laser-assisted Møller scattering [28–30], laser-assisted Mott scattering
[31, 32], laser-assisted Bremsstrahlung [33, 34], laser-assisted Compton scattering [35, 36]
and double-photon Compton scattering [37, 38]. Furthermore, effects on the weak inter-
action in the presence of strong laser fields have been studied for neutrino production [39]
and the muon decay [40, 41]. For a further overview on processes in SFQED we refer to
the reviews in Refs. [5, 42–46] an the references therein.

Describing the external background as simplified plane-waves is a common approach
which can be enlightening for studying interesting properties of SFQED, however, other
essential features might be still undetected. The importance of considering different field
configurations has been recently stressed in Refs. [47–55] for Schwinger pair production,
for the assisted nonlinear Breit-Wheeler process [56] and for radiation reaction and vac-
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uum birefringence [57]. Studying a variety of field shapes might be therefore useful to
increase the precision of theoretical predictions as well as to optimise the background
geometry for upcoming experimental setups [58].

From the experimental point of view, fundamental SFQED processes have been con-
sidered for the first time in the E144-experiment at SLAC [22, 59] where electrons with
energies around 46.6 GeV collided with a laser beam of intensity about 1018 W/cm2.
The following two processes were observed taking place in the external laser field: pho-
ton scattering by an electron (nonlinear Compton scattering), cf. Sec. 4, and stimulated
electron-positron pair production, cf. Sec. 6. For recent studies of these processes we
refer to Refs. [4, 60–65] and [66–69], respectively. Additional polarisation effects have
been investigated in Refs. [70, 71]. For studying processes taking place in such external
backgrounds, it is mostly common to characterise the laser field by an invariant classical
intensity parameter ξ which will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.1 below. In SLAC-
E144 [22, 59] a relatively low intensity parameter, e.g. ξ < 1, had been applied, whereas
present modern lasers can have intensity parameters 1 6 ξ 6 10 and beyond. Electrons in
such laser environments become already highly relativistic during one laser period. Be-
cause of this, large intensity parameters, i.e. ξ > 1, forbid to treat the background field
perturbatively.

So far, further predicted strong-field phenomena as light-by-light scattering or vac-
uum birefringence [72, 73] could not be tested. However, the currently planned and built
modern strong-field laser facilities as, for instance, CLF [74], ELI [75], ELI-NP [76], XCELS
[77] and the European XFEL [78] are promising in this regard and new exciting times are
just ahead. A more detailed overview can be found also in [5]. In addition to those promis-
ing constructions, referring in particular to the ALPS [79] experiment, even further new
surprising phenomena like minicharged particles or the effects of the axion-particle might
be accessible [80–83]. Meanwhile, it has been also pointed out that strong electromagnetic
field effects can become important in the interaction region of future linear colliders, e.g.
ILC and CLIC [84–86]. Strong fields can be also used to test aspects of theories with ex-
tended space-time structure, e.g. space-time noncommutativity [87]. Hence, all in all,
those promising future facilities will give the opportunity to test a variety of elementary
features as well as important non-perturbative predictions in quantum field theory.

In order to study more general properties of processes in SFQED, it would be there-
fore useful to have analytic expressions valid for a whole class of generalised external
background fields. The advantage of such general analytic expressions is that not only
well established results for particular external fields can be immediately obtained as spe-
cial cases, but also the total probability for external fields not yet studied would be the-
oretically available. Apart from considering different field geometries, it would be also
beneficial to investigate interference effects due to phase variations in the field modes and
possible enhancement signatures, as, for instance, realised through dynamical assistance
in different pair production scenarios. Taking those aspects into account, we focus in this
paper on elementary nonlinear phenomena and derive expressions for total probabilities
in case of nonlinear Compton scattering and stimulated lepton-antilepton pair produc-
tion — as for instance already considered in Ref. [22] — for a class of generalised external
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electromagnetic fields and we illustrate the formulae for particular special cases.
The paper1 is structured as follows: In Sec. 2 we briefly address a semi-classical tech-

nique based on coherent states of radiation. According to this method the background
can principally be treated as a classical field. In Sec. 3 we present the basic properties of
Dirac fermions in electromagnetic plane-wave fields and discuss important characteris-
tics particularly in the presence of fields with periodic space-time dependence. In Sec. 4
we derive a closed analytical expression for the total Compton scattering probability for
a whole class of generalised background fields. In Sec. 5 we apply our general Comp-
ton scattering formula containing additional terms in comparison to usual expressions
to the case of propagating electron in a specific laser-like background without imposing
any constraints on the field photon energies and discuss the relevance of those extra con-
tributions. In Sec. 6 we adopt our result to the process of stimulated lepton-antilepton
pair production in photon collisions. We derive again a closed formula for the total pair
production probability without restricting interacting photon energies. Sec. 7 gives a short
summary of our studies. All relevant abbreviations and the integral solutions are attached
in the Appendices. Furthermore, we explicitly show how to obtain the well-known soft-
photon-limit (SPL) for Compton scattering, starting from our general formula.

2 Semi-classical approach to QED on external backgrounds

We consider interactions taking place in strong external electromagnetic background fields
with a generalised form. Principally, it is difficult to define how many photon quanta of
the external field have interacted. Therefore, a complete quantum field theoretical ap-
proach has not been performed in the literature. Nevertheless, due to the expected huge
photon number in a strong field appearing for instance in modern laser facilities, it should
however be feasible to treat the field classically, as some fixed background. Describing
the strong bosonic background in terms of coherent states |C〉 of radiation, also called
“Glauber states” [88–90], will allow to proceed in that way. Those states are based on the
expectation value of the photon number operator, a photon creation operator â†µ and a
polarisation and momentum distribution function of the field photons Cµ [88–93].

Note that classical fields and such coherent states are naturally related, where latter
one are taken as the “most classical” wave functions satisfying the minimal uncertainty
relation such as the quantum mechanical ground state |0〉. The corresponding classical
field is nothing but the Fourier transformation of the coherent distribution function [60].
We will underline this in the following by considering S-matrix elements.

S-matrix elements between states including coherent states are equivalent to a par-
ticular weighted sum over S-matrix elements of associated photon states in Fock space.
Furthermore, these kind of states can be seen physically as neglecting depletion of the
background field. This allows immediately to consider the number of field photons as
constant [14, 94]. Let us suppose an arbitrary scattering process with an asymptotic in-
state containing a coherent state |C〉 and some other undefined particle states. Assuming

1Note that units with ~ = c = 1 and Minkowskian space-time with signature R1,3 are employed through-
out this paper.
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all of those particles being part of the coherent state will lead to technical difficulties, see
Ref. [60]. Therefore, the initial state shall be separated as |in;C〉, whereas the out-state
is supposed to be of the form 〈out;C| since no photon depletion is expected. In other
words, one has to determine matrix elements 〈out;C|Ŝ|in;C〉 with respect to the follow-
ing S-matrix operator,

Ŝ ≡ T exp

(
−i
∫ ∞
−∞

dtĤI(t)

)
, (2.1)

whereas ĤI(t) is the interaction Hamiltonian and T denotes the usual time-ordering op-
erator. By setting |C〉 as a translation of the vacuum state |VAC〉 [95] — i.e. |C〉 = T̂ |VAC〉,
therefore the coherent state is also called “displaced ground state” — we extract2 the trans-
lation operator from the states. This leads to an ordinary asymptotic Fock state and a
modified S-matrix operator as follows 〈out;C|Ŝ|in;C〉 = 〈out|T̂−1ŜT̂ |in〉 [60]. According
to Ŝ the translation operators shift any photon operator Âµ appearing in the interaction
Hamiltonian by Cµ due to a Fourier decomposition denoted by Aµ. This has the con-
sequence that leptons interact with the full quantised photon field Âµ plus a classical
background field Aµ. As an immediate consequence, associated Feynman diagrams will
be constructed by the quasi-classically modified action

S =

∫
d4x− 1

4
FµνF

µν + Ψ
[
i/∂ − e /A− e /̂A−m

]
Ψ, (2.2)

where the photon field in the interaction term of the ordinary QED action is now shifted
by Aµ. Due to the reason that only the interaction terms are directly influenced by the
background field, all the information about asymptotic photon distributions will be taken
into account by inserting simply a classical field in the action. Accordingly, we may write
〈out|T̂−1ŜT̂ |in〉 ≡ 〈out|ŜA|in〉, where in- and out-states are meant to be ordinary particle
number states and the quantised photon field in Ŝ is shifted by the classical background
field Aµ [21].

Latter action is obviously quadratic in the lepton fields such that all background in-
duced effects are included in a “dressed” fermionic line by Aµ which is in diagrammatic
description mostly represented by a double line. Due to reasons which will become clear
below, the field dressing is shown schematically in Fig. 1 on the basis of a dressed external
line. It is expanded in terms of free lepton external lines interacting an infinite number
of times with Aµ illustrated by some dashed lines. It is remarkable that Feynman rules
are the same as in ordinary QED. Particularly, at leading order, in case of electron-photon
scattering discussed below, we consider only a single three vertex connection joining one
photon external line and two of the “dressed” fermionic external lines for the in- and out-
going electron at tree-level. Therefore, we do not need to consider any internal lines (prop-
agators) in forthcoming calculations. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that internal
lines are analogously replaced by some “dressed” lines, where similarly the free fermionic
propagator, for instance in case of a periodic plane-wave background, is sandwiched by

2Cµ(kkk′) = 0 since no forward scattering assumed
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some external field induced contributions [85]. However, this leads to non-trivial depen-
dencies on space-time coordinates such that space-time locality is not anymore conserved.
Anyway, in present paper we will not address those conceptual difficulties.

As a side note following consideration might provide some alternative insights into
present described approach. Namely, the fact of translated photon fields in the S-matrix
operator by the classical background field emphasizes rather that the external field will
influence somehow the way how particles interact with the environment, say their in-
teraction strengths with the field bosons. The corresponding modification on interaction
level will be therefore encoded in those dressed lines. In this context, we will be point-
ing out later on, that this dressing might be more affecting the background exactly in the
interaction points, i.e. the usual QED vertices. Principally, those could be interpreted as
dressed whereas the connected external lines remain as the usual free one. This will be
naively in good agreement with the mentioned violation of locality during for instance
a two vertex process including a fermionic internal line which depends non-trivially on
both space-time points (x, y) separately instead on their difference (x− y).

Furthermore, according to the mechanism of dynamical assistance in pair produc-
tion, this kind of interpretation becomes more reasonable. Namely, in case of Schwinger
pair production, the production rate can be substantially enhanced by superimposing one
weak rapidly varying mode with a strong slowly varying one. The energy threshold will
be narrowed by the weak mode such that pair production can be stimulated by the re-
maining mode [47]. This illustrates as well the idea of a shifted “vacuum” frame caused
by the external field.

= + +

⊗

O(⊗2)

Figure 1. Perturbative decomposition of a “dressed” fermionic external line for the lepton in ex-
ternal background field. The expansion is in terms of a free external line interacting an infinite
number of times with the background field, shown by the dashed line connection to ⊗.

One should remind that it is in general very difficult to construct a closed expression
for the lepton propagator. Since an intense background will be identified by large values
of characteristic quantities3, a perturbative treatment of the background is not feasible,
even not if one performs some coupling expansion. Fortunately, for the class of back-
grounds with plane-wave character considered in this paper, the dressed lepton states,
say for the electron, are known exactly in form of Volkov representations [11]. This allows
consequently to treat the background field exactly.

Moreover, in recent studies, exact analytical state solutions have been constructed
under certain energy scale assumptions even for backgrounds with general space-time
structure [96]. However, we will continue illustrating latter ideas by applying them to

3for instance the classical field intensity parameter ξ — see Sec. 4.1
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nonlinear lepton-photon interaction processes keeping the plane-wave background field
shape general.

3 Dirac fermions in electromagnetic plane-wave fields

3.1 General remarks and exact solutions

This section reminds some basic aspects of describing particle states in arbitrary external
electromagnetic plane-wave fields and introduces the exact Volkov solutions [11] of the
Dirac equation in such external backgrounds.

In the following let us consider an electromagnetic field A characterised via the the
four-component wave-vector kµ. Due to its plane-wave character the field depends only
on η ≡ k·x4, i.e. Aµ ≡ Aµ(η). We impose that the field satisfies the Lorenz gauge condition
∂µAµ(η) = kµ∂η[Aµ(η)] = ∂η[kµAµ(η)] = 0, where we can set without loss of generality
kµAµ(η) = 0, since kµAµ = C ∈ R. The corresponding gauge bosons are assumed to
be massless photons with k being light-like, i.e. k2 = 0. The field tensor is given by
Fµν = ∂µAν(η)− ∂νAµ(η) = kµ∂η[Aν(η)]− kν∂η[Aµ(η)]. The second order Dirac equation,
obtained by applying γµ[p̂µ − eAµ] + m, in the presence of the external field becomes, cf.
Ref. [97],[

−∂2 − 2ieA(η) · ∂ + e2A2(η)−m2 − ie/k · /A(η)
]

Ψ(η) = 0, (3.1)

where m is indicating the rest mass of the lepton (electron), e denoting its electric charge
and ∂2 = ∂µ∂

µ. A solution of this equation can be derived in the form

Ψ(η) = exp(−ip · x)F (η), (3.2)

where pµ denotes a constant four-vector. It is obvious that the function Ψ will be unaltered
if adding any constant multiple of kµ to pµ and refining the function F (η) appropriately.
Therefore, one can additionally impose without loss of generality the particle momentum
being on-shell, e.g. p2 = m2. Solving the Dirac equation one obtains the general Volkov
solution [11]

ΨV
p = Λ(A|η, p)up exp (−iFp(η)− ip · x) , (3.3)

where up ≡ u(p) denotes the complex free bispinor in momentum space, p0 the particle en-

ergy and Λ(A|η, p) ≡
[
1 + e/k·/A(η)

2k·p

]
[2p0]

−1/2 a field-dependent combination of Dirac matri-

ces. The functionFp is given in its integral form as followsFp(η) ≡
∫ η
0

[
ep·A(z)
k·p − e2A2(z)

2k·p

]
dz

[97]. Concerning the bispinor up, it is supposed that the external field is switched on with
infinite slowness from t = −∞ such that due to A(η)→ 0 for η → −∞ the wave function
ΨV
p is identical to the solution Ψ0 for the free Dirac’s equation. Therefore [/p −m]up = 0

is fulfilled. Since the bispinor up is time-independent, this statement holds even for a fi-
nite η. Thus, the resulting bispinor amplitude will be the same as the free one such that

4Here, we will use the Einstein summation convention k · x ≡ kµxµ ≡
∑4
µ=0 k

µxµ (note x2 ≡ x · x) for
four-vectors and the short Feynman slash notation /k = γµkµ by making usage of the Dirac matrices γµ.
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we shall take it to be normalised by the same condition upup = 2m , where up ≡ u†pγ0

is the usual Dirac adjoint. The infinitely slow application of the field does not alter the
normalisation integral and therefore the same condition as for the free field solution will
be imposed:

∫
d3x ΨV

pf
γ0ΨV

pi = (2π)3δ(3)(pppf − pppi).

3.2 Particle interaction in periodic background fields

The current density corresponding to the wave function from Eq. (3.3) is given by

jµ = ΨV
p γ

µΨV
p =

1

p0

[
pµ − eAµ(η) + kµ

[
ep · A(η)

k · p − e2A2(η)

2k · p

]]
, (3.4)

where k2 = /k
2

= 0, /A2
(η) = A2(η) and k · A(η) = 0 has been used, cf. Ref. [97]. For

periodic functions the time-averaged values are zero, i.e. 〈A(η)〉 ≡ 0, such that the mean
value of the current density can be obtained as 〈jµ〉 = 1

p0

[
pµ − e2〈A2(η)〉

2k·p kµ
]
. In a next

step the kinetic momentum density is calculated ΨV
p γ

0(p̂µ − eAµ(η))ΨV
p , applying the

momentum operator p̂µ − eAµ(η) = i∂µ − eAµ(η) explicitly, and one obtains for the time-
averaged value of the effective momentum

qµ = pµ − e2〈A2(η)〉
2k · p kµ. (3.5)

The squared value yields q2 = m2
? with m? = m

√
1− e2〈A2(η)〉

m2 . The shifted quantity m?

could be interpreted therefore as an effective quasi-mass of the particle in the external
background. Note that this quasi-mass only applies, strictly speaking, in the interaction
point, as pointed out later. It is rather a mathematical consequence of the external back-
ground periodicity which regulates somehow the strength of the interaction. This fact is
more or less indicated by the Volkov solution itself. External field induced quasi-momenta
are namely acting as a phase in the exponential whereas the Dirac bispinor remains un-
affected. Normalising the states as previously discussed can thus be seen as an adapting
procedure to the modified background. The resulting particle interaction is therefore in-
fluenced and modified by the field shape of the present background. Applying Eq. (3.5)
one obtains 〈jµ〉 = qµ/p0. Due to this simple rescaling, the previously presented normali-
sation condition becomes on basis of the q-scale∫

d3x ΨV
pf
γ0ΨV

pi = (2π)3δ(3)(qqqf − qqqi)[q0/p0], (3.6)

where q0 is being the effective electron energy influenced by the external field. One has to
note that according to Eq. (3.5) especially the shape of 〈A2〉 plays a rather important role.
In cases, where 〈A2〉 is a time-independent fixed constant, the transition from the classi-
cal momentum pµ to the quasi-momentum qµ can be considered as a simple translation
caused by some constant times kµ. Consequently, the only change for passing into a spe-
cific momentum scale will be the normalisation of the wave function on the corresponding
scale which is simply characterised by choosing p0 or q0, respectively, in the Volkov solu-
tion, cf. also Ref. [98]. For being consistent with previously performed calculations in case
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of some very specific field configurations in Refs. [42, 97], we will choose in the following
the wave function on the q-scale. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that by considering
a scattering process, for instance, a simple two-particle process, like pair production out
of the Dirac vacuum by photon-photon collision, the change between the two different
scales would lead to the factor d3qqq = [q0/p0] d

3ppp in the corresponding phase-space, cf.
Ref. [98] and also Sec. 6 for more detail.

4 Scattering in generalised plane-wave background fields

4.1 General S-matrix element

In the following part we will reduce our considerations to periodic plane-wave back-
grounds of the form

Aµ(η) =

N∑
r=1

aµ1A1r(η) + aµ2A2r(η), (4.1)

with general 2πL-periodic functions A1r and A2r in η, whereas L ∈ Q+ and N ∈ N shall
be kept arbitrarily. Furthermore, according to previous discussion on the role of 〈A2〉, we
impose the condition∫ η

0
A2(z) dz ∼= η〈A2(z)〉 = ηa2 (4.2)

in Minkowskian space-time, where a2 < 0 is the previously mentioned time-independent
constant. Introducing a Lorentz-invariant dimensionless field intensity parameter of the
form

ξ2 ≡ −e
2a2

m2
, (4.3)

the corresponding effective quasi-momentum of the electron, embedded in the external
background, is given by

qµ = pµ +
m2ξ2

2k · pk
µ (4.4)

and the shifted effective mass-like quantity for the electron can be defined as

m? = m
√

1 + ξ2. (4.5)

The parameter ξ is a well known characteristic parameter often used in the literature: it
comprises the so-called multi-photon processes and provides a measure for the intensity
of the field and is therefore suitable for distinguishing the different interaction regimes.
However, note that in general a parameter, defined as −e

2〈AµAµ〉
m2 , establishes Lorentz in-

variance but does not conserve gauge invariance in any arbitrary gauge. Fortunately, for
the plane-wave approach considered in this paper, the previously defined ξ in (4.3) is a
fully invariant parameter. For more on this issue we refer the reader to Ref. [99]. The
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leading order term for the resulting S-matrix elementMfi for the scattering process of a
photon by an electron in the external background field is given as follows:

Mfi =
−ie√
2ωf

∫
d4x exp(ikf · x)ΨV

qf /εfΨV
qi , (4.6)

where εµf denotes the polarisation vector of the final emitted photon. Due to reasons
which will become clear shortly, a diagrammatic illustration of Mfi will be presented
later in Fig. 4 using previously introduced Volkov external lines from Fig. 1. Note that the
exact Volkov solution, normalised with respect to the q-scale, simply reads as

ΨV
q = Λ(A|η, q)up exp (−iPq(η)− iq · x) , (4.7)

where up is still the free Dirac bispinor and the function Pq(η) ≡
∫ η
0 eq · A(z)[k · q]−1dz has

been introduced by replacing the function Fp(η) with the help of our assumption5 from
Eq. (4.2) and the Lorenz gauge correspondingly.

γµ γ̃µ

Figure 2. Transition from free vertex γµ sandwiched between two Volkov lines to a “dressed”
vertex γ̃µ which is basically connecting two free fermionic lines instead.

Applying Eq. (4.7) for the initial electron state ΨV
qi and for the final state ΨV

qf
in its

Dirac adjoint we derive the S-matrix elementMfi according to Eq. (4.6) as follows:

Mfi = −ie 1√
2ωf

1√
2qi,0

1√
2qf,0

∫
d4x exp (−i(qi − qf − kf ) · x)

× upf exp
(
iPqf (η)

) [
1 +

e /A(η) · /k
2k · qf

]
γµ
[
1 +

e/k · /A(η)

2k · qi

]
exp (−iPqi(η)) εf µupi .

(4.8)

Note that the original free vertex γµ in pure QED vacuum sandwiched by two Volkov
external lines could be principally interpreted as a modified vertex by the external back-
ground field, shown in Fig. 2, e.g. cf. [100–102]. That resembles a transition |VAC〉QED −→
|VAC〉EXT from the QED vacuum to a background affected shifted “vacuum” frame in the
interaction point. This kind of reinterpretation seems to be more suitable for an intuitive
understanding according to scattering processes with asymptotic free states as usually
supposed. In this way, one may accept the resulting field, encoded in the Volkov so-
lutions, as a modified background environment exactly in the interaction point but not
as some effective dressing during the propagation of particles in the external field. The
particles could still be understood as the usual free states. Therefore, it might be more
appropriate to interpret the effects of the external field as a “dressed vacuum” instead of

5This ensues that we can apply the present formula for a large class of fields, including also the case of
linear polarisation, which fulfil the condition (4.2) as well.
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dressing the particles with an effective mass-shift. The corresponding adapted “dressed”
vertex function reads as:

γ̃µ(qf , qi, η) = exp
(
iPqf (η)

)
Πµ
η,cs(qf , qi) exp (−iPqi(η)) , (4.9)

where

Πµ
η,cs(qf , qi) ≡

[
1 +

e /A(η) · /k
2k · qf

]
γµ
[
1 +

e/k · /A(η)

2k · qi

]
(4.10)

has been separated for a better readability and some simplifications (subscript cs stands
for Compton scattering). Applying a usual Fourier expansion6 on the 2πL-periodic vertex
function γ̃µ(qf , qi, η), one obtains finally

γ̃µ(qf , qi, η) =
1

2πL

∞∑
n=−∞

∫ πL

−πL
exp (isn(ϕ− η)) γ̃µ(qf , qi, ϕ) dϕ (4.11)

with the abbreviation sn ≡ n
L .

= + . . .+ +

Figure 3. Due to Fourier decomposition the dressed vertex γ̃µ could naively be seen as the usual
free one surrounded by external field photons with wave vector kµ of infinite number, represented
by additional wavy lines.

Such a spectral decomposition of the “perturbed” vertex will reduce difficulties in
the calculation. Therefore, although we have started with the exact non-perturbed Volkov
solutions in the external field, the resulting expressions will nevertheless acquire a pertur-
bative behaviour corresponding the decomposition in Eq. (4.11). In particular, the inter-
pretation of “dressing” the usual free vertex by external field photons with wave-vector
kµ, Fig. 3, becomes more clarified.

Consequently, a full diagrammatic scheme of the scattering process at tree-level can
be presented as in Fig. 4 (b). Note that this kind of diagram provides an alternative way
to the usual illustration by Volkov external lines as shown in Fig. 4 (a).

Based on Eq. (4.11), it has been directly received that the only position-dependent part
in the integral (4.8) remains as a simple exponential function. This allows to perform the
spatial integration which yields an identity of the following form∫

d4x exp (−i [qi + snk − qf − kf ] · x) = (2π)4δ(4) (qi + snk − qf − kf ) , (4.12)

6Note that from now on special characters like ϕ or ϑ will be used for the Fourier phases whereas usual
symbols φ and θ denotes the azimuth and polar phase-space angle, respectively.
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qi

qf

kf

γµ

(a) “Dressed” fermionic external lines
and free vertex.

pi

pf

kf

γ̃µ

(b) Usual free fermionic external lines
and “dressed” vertex.

Figure 4. Alternative diagrammatic illustrations for electron-photon interaction (Compton scatter-
ing) embedded in external background field. The modified “dressed” vertex γ̃µ is denoted by an
additional cycle as shown in Fig. 3. Double lines are indicating the exact fermionic Volkov exter-
nal lines given for in-going and out-going electron states. The wavy line is representing the final
emitted photon external line. Note that interpretation (b) becomes more convenient in the context
of a “dressed” vertex function discussed above, but both fermionic external lines are as free states.

where δ(4) denotes the four-dimensional Dirac delta function. Inserting Eq. (4.12) into
(4.8) leads finally to

Mfi = −ie 1√
2ωf

1√
2qi,0

1√
2qf,0

1

2πL
(2π)4

∞∑
n=−∞

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

× δ(4) (qi + snk − qf − kf ) exp (isnϕ)upfΠµ
ϕ,cs(qf , qi)εf µupi

× exp
(
i[Pqf (ϕ)− Pqi(ϕ)]

)
.

(4.13)

Due to the summation in Eq. (4.13) one could interpret sn as the net number of bosonic
field quanta with momentum kµ which are either absorbed (n > 0) or emitted (n < 0)
in the process. This result is somehow surprising, because originally the electromagnetic
background field was introduced as a classical field and not as second-quantised. The dis-
cretisation of photon momentum, evident in the Dirac delta function, just arises from the
periodicity of the plane-wave background in space and time. On the other hand the de-
rived delta function forces a momentum conservation during the interaction with respect
to the number sn of field quanta, respectively.

4.2 Differential scattering probability

The differential probability for the scattering process per unit volume V and unit time T
is simply given by a sixfold momentum integration of the form:

dWcs = d3qqqfd
3kkkf

∑
εf ,sf

|Mfi|2
V T

, (4.14)

whereas the differential on the right hand-side for the final electron state is obviously
due to the modified particle dynamics in the external field chosen on the q-scale. It
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should be noticed at this point that we aim basically calculating the probability for any
spin state of the final electron and any polarisation of the emitted photon. Therefore,
it is necessary to sum over all possible final spin sf and polarisation εf configurations.
Consequently, this requires calculating the square of the S-matrix element. Because of
|Mfi|2, it is apparent that due to the multiplied delta functions the corresponding prod-
uct

∑
n

∑
r will force the equality n = r. Taking this into account, we apply the transition

(2π)8δ(4)(. . .)δ(4)(. . .) −→ (2π)8δ(4)(. . .)δ(4)(0) and set V T ≡ (2π)4δ(4)(0), as usual. Before
continuing with computing the matrix square and thus dWcs, we sum up over all spins
and polarisation directions to keep those general. Let us first of all define two matrices
Mϕ,cs ≡ Πµ

ϕ,cs(qf , qi)εf µ and Mϑ,cs ≡ Πν
ϑ,cs(qf , qi)εf ν . This yields the following summa-

tion
∑

εf ,sf

[
upfMϕ,csupi

] [
upfMϑ,csupi

]∗ which leads to the usual trace, denoted by Scs,

of the following form Tr
(

[/pf +m]Πϕ,cs[/pi +m]γ0Π†ϑ,csγ
0
)

. From the trace calculation one
obtains the result

Scs = 16m2 − 8pi · pf − 4e [Aϕ +Aϑ] ·
[
pi

[
k · pf
k · pi

− 1

]
+ pf

[
k · pi
k · pf

− 1

]]
− 4e2

[
A2
ϕ +A2

ϑ −Aϕ · Aϑ
[
k · pi
k · pf

+
k · pf
k · pi

]]
,

(4.15)

where the abbreviations Aϕ ≡ A(ϕ) and Aϑ ≡ A(ϑ) have been used. One should note
that higher order terms in e got cancelled in expression (4.15) by applying the properties
of kµ and the Lorenz gauge condition. Re-expressing Scs via the kinematically relevant
momenta qi, qf , we obtain with

pi · pf = qi · qf +
e2a2

2

[
k · qi
k · qf

+
k · qf
k · qi

]
(4.16)

and the Lorenz gauge for the differential probability (4.14):

dWcs = e2[2π]4
1

2qi,0

1

[2πL]2
d3qqqf
2qf,0

d3kkkf
2ωf

∞∑
n=−∞

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

∫ πL

−πL
dϑ δ(4) (qi + snk − qf − kf )

×
{

16m2 − 8qi · qf − 4e2a2
[
k · qi
k · qf

+
k · qf
k · qi

]
− 4e2

[
A2
ϕ +A2

ϑ −Aϕ · Aϑ
[
k · qi
k · qf

+
k · qf
k · qi

]]
− 4e [Aϕ +Aϑ] ·

[
qi

[
k · qf
k · qi

− 1

]
+ qf

[
k · qi
k · qf

− 1

]]}
exp

(
i

[
qf · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · qf

−
qi · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · qi

])
× exp (isn[ϕ− ϑ]) .

(4.17)

Note that the following short notation

Bµ(ϕ,ϑ) ≡ e
∫ ϕ

ϑ
dz Aµ(z) (4.18)

has been introduced.
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4.3 Phase-space in lepton-photon collision

Choosing a coordinate system where the external field photon momentum is oriented in
ẑ-direction, i.e. kµ = [ω, 0, 0, ω], allows to simplify the subsequent phase-space integration
when calculating the total probability Wcs for the scattering process. This special coordi-
nate system we call photon-oriented coordinate system (POCS). From Eq. (4.17) one can
read that the Lorentz invariant phase-space measure (dLIPS) is given by∫

dLIPS δ(4) (qi + snk − qf − kf ) =

∫
d3qqqf
2qf,0

∫
d3kkkf
2ωf

δ(4) (qi + snk − qf − kf ) . (4.19)

Defining a Lorentz invariant integration variable, similar to Ref. [97],

ucs ≡
k · kf
k · qf

(4.20)

simplifies the phase-space integration in a crucial way for specific field configurations,
as we will experience in forthcoming calculations. The new variable ucs presents just the
angular ratio between the two planes k ·kf and k ·qf . In addition to this invariant variable,
we apply for each term in the series (denoted by subscript n) the corresponding center-of-
mass system (CMS). This mode-independent CMSn,cs frame is characterised by setting7

snkkk + qqqi = kkkf + qqqf = 0. (4.21)

As an immediate consequence, Eq. (4.21) will force the initial electron momentum to obey
qi,1 = qi,2 = 0, such that qqqi = [0, 0, qi,3] applies in most general case for the CMSn,cs frame.
With this choice, one gets

A · qi = −A,3qi,3,
B(ϕ,ϑ) · qi = −B(ϕ,ϑ),3qi,3.

(4.22)

Note that the CMSn,cs provides a CMS frame on “perturbative” level for each of the har-
monic modes for the bosonic field quanta, characterised by the summation index n. In
principle this would mean that for different parameter settings the CMSn,cs frame has to
be changed according to the dominating contribution in the series for a specific n.

Eq. (4.21) leads immediately to |qqqf | = |kkkf |. Notice that the final photon energy is
naturally expected to be ωf > 0 and final electron and photon have obviously opposite
momentum directions due to CMSn,cs. The total energy of the system reads as

εn,cs ≡ snω + qi,0 = ωf + qf,0. (4.23)
7In the literature often the assumption kkk ‖ ẑ is taken in addition to the constraint that the initial electron

is supposed to be at rest at average, i.e. qqqi = 000. This condition leads for instance in the POCS-CMSn,cs
frame, going to be constructed in the present section, to snω = 0, which obviously cannot be fulfilled for any
arbitrary field frequency ω, because sn ≥ 1 and ω > 0 have to be fulfilled due to momentum conservation,
App. B. Only in case of imposing in addition the assumption of soft-energetic photons, the condition qqqi = 000

does not lead to a contradiction, see Ref. [97]. More details regarding this approximation can be found in
App. B. However, in our case, we do not impose further constraints on the initial effective electron momentum
qi, but keep it of general form as being on-shell with respect to the previously introduced quasi-mass, i.e.
q2i = m2

?.
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With taking this into account, we rewrite the delta function in following way

δ(4) (qi + snk − qf − kf ) −→ δ (εn,cs − ωf − qf,0) δ(3) (kkkf + qqqf ) (4.24)

and parametrize the phase-space by using spherical coordinates for the final effective elec-
tron momentum, i.e. |qqqf |, φ and θ. After performing some algebraic operations we con-
clude∫

dLIPS δ(4) (qi + snk − qf − kf ) −→ 1

[2π]4

∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ 1

−1

|qqqf |
8εn,cs

d cos(θ). (4.25)

Here θ is the polar angle between qqqf and the ẑ-axis. Due to POCS where kkk ‖ ẑ, θ becomes
identical to the angle between qqqf and kkk, i.e. cos(θ) =

kkk·qqqf
|kkk||qqqf | and one can express the

differential d cos(θ) in terms of ducs. Taking the definition of ucs from Eq. (4.20), we obtain

ucs + 1 =
εn,cs

qf,0 − |qqqf | cos(θ)
(4.26)

and thus accordingly

d cos(θ) =
εn,cs

|qqqf |[1 + ucs]2
ducs. (4.27)

Applying Eq. (4.27) to (4.25), we end up for Compton scattering in our chosen POCS-
CMSn,cs system with the following reduced Lorentz-invariant phase-space measure, de-
noted by dL̂IPScs,∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ 1

−1

|qqqf |
8εn,cs

d cos(θ) =

∫
dL̂IPScs ≡

∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ un,cs

0

ducs
23[1 + ucs]2

, (4.28)

and the upper and lower integration limit, respectively, read as

max{ucs} −→ un,cs ≡
ε2n,cs
m2
?

− 1 [θ = 0], (4.29)

min{ucs} −→ 0 [θ = π]. (4.30)

In the following we will be using this POCS-CMSn,cs frame, characterised by the reduced
phase-space measure

∫
dL̂IPScs, for calculating the general total scattering probability for

a generalised class of plane-wave background fields.

4.4 Total scattering probability

We calculate the total scattering probability via applying Eq. (4.28) on (4.17). Note that
due to energy and momentum conservation in POCS-CMSn,cs, the original index n for the
total sum in expression (4.17) has to obey n ≥ 1. Therefore, we get rid of all summations
over negative n in the series and conclude accordingly:

Wcs =
e2

[2qi,0]

1

[2πL]2

∞∑
n=1

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

∫ πL

−πL
dϑ exp (isn[ϕ− ϑ])

∫
dL̂IPScs

×
{

16m2 − 8qi · qf − 4e2a2
[

1 + [1 + ucs]
2

1 + ucs

]
− 4e [Aϕ +Aϑ] ·

[
qi

[
1

1 + ucs
− 1

]
+ qfucs

]
− 4e2

[
A2
ϕ +A2

ϑ −Aϕ · Aϑ
[

1 + [1 + ucs]
2

1 + ucs

]]}
exp

(
i

[
[1 + ucs]

qf · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · qi

−
qi · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · qi

])
,
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(4.31)

where the invariant variable ucs has been employed appropriately to establish the relation
k·qi
k·qf = 1 + ucs.

In the remaining part of this section we will derive a final general integral expression
for the scattering probability where only the corresponding field shape related integra-
tions over the Fourier phases

∫
dϕ,

∫
dϑ and the final reduced phase-space integral

∫
ducs

shall be kept. Consequently, we have to perform the integration over the azimuth phase-
space angle φ as a next step. Regarding this we will proceed in the following way.

Without loss of generality, we choose a1,0 = a2,0 = 0 for the field polarisation vectors
in (4.1), which leads immediately to Aϕ,0 = Aϑ,0 = 0 and B(ϕ,ϑ),0 = 0, respectively. As
a next step, we define for avoiding redundant complications new φ-independent expres-
sions Tj and Bj . Those are presented in App. A, Eqs. (A.1) - (A.6). Due to their lengthy
shape, we do not present them here in great detail. By using these definitions we obtain
the simplified expression

Wcs = e2
1

[2qi,0]

1

[2πL]2
1

23

∞∑
n=1

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

∫ πL

−πL
dϑ exp (isn[ϕ− ϑ])

×
∫ un,cs

u=0

ducs
[1 + ucs]2

∫ 2π

φ=0
dφ [T3 + T2 sin(φ) + T1 cos(φ)] exp (−iB3)

× exp (−i [B1 cos(φ) + B2 sin(φ)]) .

(4.32)

In order to integrate over the azimuth angle φ , one has to solve the following definite
integrals∫ 2π

0
exp (−iB1 cos(φ)− iB2 sin(φ)) dφ, (4.33)∫ 2π

0
T2 sin(φ) exp (−iB1 cos(φ)− iB2 sin(φ)) dφ, (4.34)∫ 2π

0
T1 cos(φ) exp (−iB1 cos(φ)− iB2 sin(φ)) dφ. (4.35)

For integral (4.33) we obtain directly a solution of the form:∫ 2π

0
exp (−iB1 cos(φ)− iB2 sin(φ)) dφ = 2πJ0

(√
B2

1 + B2
2

)
, (4.36)

where J0 denotes the standard Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth order.
Concerning the integrals (4.34) and (4.35), we write the corresponding pre-factors

T2 sin(φ) and T1 cos(φ), respectively, as exponential functions and solve the resulting inte-
grals. Linearisation afterwards with respect to T1 and T2, respectively, leads to the correct
results. We obtained analytically closed solutions in terms of standard Bessel functions8

8Note that particularly J2s are axial-symmetric functions ∀ s ∈ N0, i.e. J2s(Z) = J2s(−Z).
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J0 and J2 and the final solution for the integration over φ in Eq. (4.32) becomes conse-
quently

2π

{
T3J0

(√
B2

1 + B2
2

)
− i [B2T2 + B1T1]

2

[
J0
(√

B2
1 + B2

2

)
+ J2

(√
B2

1 + B2
2

)]}
.

(4.37)

The total scattering probability in the case of a generally shaped plane-wave background
field, i.e. some arbitrary form of the functions A1r and A2r from Eq. (4.1) ∀ r ∈ {1, . . . , N},
is therefore given by:

Wcs =
e2[2π]

23[2qi,0][2πL]2

∞∑
n=1

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

∫ πL

−πL
dϑ exp (isn[ϕ− ϑ])

∫ un,cs

0

ducs
[1 + ucs]2

×
{
T3J0

(√
B2

1 + B2
2

)
− i [B2T2 + B1T1]

2

[
J0
(√

B2
1 + B2

2

)
+ J2

(√
B2

1 + B2
2

)]}
× exp (−iB3) .

(4.38)

Expression (4.38) can be regarded as the most general form for the total scattering
probability in the POCS-CMSn,cs frame. One should note that all definitions which occur
in Eq. (4.38) and listed in App. A can be rewritten in POCS-CMSn,cs without the remain-

ing θ-dependencies according to cos(θ) = 1
1+ucs

[
ucsqf,0
ωf
− 1
]
. As a last step, one can re-

express the final electron and photon energies applying Eqs. (4.5) and (4.29) in terms of
dimensionless parameters ξ and un,cs as follows:

ωf =
ε2n,cs −m2

?

2εn,cs
=
m?

2

un,cs√
1 + un,cs

, (4.39)

qf,0 =
ε2n,cs +m2

?

2εn,cs
=
m?

2

2 + un,cs√
1 + un,cs

. (4.40)

Let us remind that the first equalities in both lines are directly resulting from the CMSn,cs.
Combining Eq. (4.39) with (4.40) leads to the useful relation

qf,0
ωf

=
un,cs + 2

un,cs
, (4.41)

which will be discussed in App. B with respect to the comparison with the SPL approach.
Eqs. (4.39) - (4.41) yield consequently the following replacements for the angular parts in
terms of dimensionless parameters ucs, un,cs, cf. Eqs. (4.20) and (4.29):

cos(θ) =
2ucs − un,cs + ucsun,cs

un,cs[1 + ucs]
, (4.42)

sin(θ) =
2

[1 + ucs]un,cs

√
ucs[1 + un,cs][un,cs − ucs]. (4.43)
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5 Compton scattering in head-on lepton-photon collisions

5.1 Closed analytical result

This section shall deal with the generalisation of Compton scattering, schemed in Fig. 4,
in the environment of a laser-like background field. In the following we therefore apply
a specific field configuration and evaluate and simplify each term in (4.38), respectively.
This field choice has been applied before, cf. i.e. Refs. [42, 97], assuming the in-coming
particle at rest and considering the photons in SPL, cf. App. B. Note, however, that lat-
ter constraint on the photon energies is a direct consequence of the initial particle rest-
frame in the POCS-CMSn,cs approach. Imposing only small energies, snω ≈ 0, is strongly
required to resolve the previously mentioned contradiction, see footnote 7. Within the
present discussion, however, we will avoid some further energetic constraints on the pho-
ton energies. For completeness, a detailed calculation in SPL is also presented in App. B.
The transition to SPL may be seen therefore as a confirmation of the general total scatter-
ing probability for a class of generalised plane-wave fields presented in Eq. (4.38), and the
quite well-known perturbative solution, often used in the literature, has been reproduced
starting from this general formula.

In the following we consider a more general case: the electron has a momentum in
ẑ-direction. The external field is circularly polarised in the (x̂, ŷ)-plane, whereas the pho-
ton wave vector is oriented in ẑ-direction, cf. the previously constructed POCS-CMSn,cs
in Sec. 4.3. Obviously, this will provide a suitable choice for electromagnetic fields of ac-
cessible lab laser beams. The field polarisation vectors are chosen aaa1 ‖ x̂, aaa2 ‖ ŷ and the
final external field shape is given by

Aµ(η) = aµ1 cos η + aµ2 sin η, (5.1)

which has the consequence that according to Eq. (4.2) the equality ai · aj ≡ a2δij has to be
imposed. Due to the 2π-periodicity of Aµ(η) we take L = 1, so that sn = n.

5.1.1 Separating the Fourier phases in pre-factors

By considering these assumptions, we deduce the following components of Eq. (4.18)

B(ϕ,ϑ),0 = B(ϕ,ϑ),3 = 0,

B(ϕ,ϑ),1 = ea1,1 [sinϕ− sinϑ] ,

B(ϕ,ϑ),2 = ea2,2 [cosϑ− cosϕ] .

(5.2)

Note that, since this is the complete energetic non-constrained case where electron and ex-
ternal field photons collide along the z-axis, we label the relevant expressions below with
a subscript coll and separate the field phase dependent parts for all definitions. Applying
the field choice from above, we get, cf. Eqs. (A.1) - (A.6),

B3 −→ 0, (5.3)

B1T1 + B2T2 −→ R21,coll sin(ϕ− ϑ), (5.4)

T3 −→ T31,coll + T32,coll sin
2

(
ϕ− ϑ

2

)
, (5.5)
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with

R21,coll ≡
8m4ξ2u2cs[1 + ξ2][un,cs − ucs]

k · qi[1 + ucs]
, (5.6)

T31,coll ≡ 16m2 + 8m2ξ2 − 8m
√

1 + ξ2[2 + un,cs]qi,0

2
√

1 + un,cs
(5.7)

+
8m
√

1 + ξ2[2ucs − un,cs + ucsun,cs]qi,3

2[1 + ucs]
√

1 + un,cs
, (5.8)

T32,coll ≡ 8m2ξ2
[

1 + [1 + ucs]
2

1 + ucs

]
. (5.9)

Note that final energies ωf and qf,0, Eqs. (4.39) and (4.40), are expressed completely in
terms of the integration variable ucs, its upper limit un,cs9 and the intensity parameter ξ,
cf. also (4.5). Polar angle-dependent terms, cf. (A.1) - (A.6), are replaced using Eqs. (4.42)
and (4.43).

5.1.2 Separating the Fourier phases in function arguments

The argument
√

B1
1 + B2

2 of all appearing Bessel functions in the general expression Wcs,
Eq. (4.38), can be written as:

√
B2

1 + B2
2 −→ 2Zn,cs

√
sin2

(
ϕ− ϑ

2

)
, (5.10)

where we have introduced

Zn,cs ≡
m2ξ

√
1 + ξ2

ωm?

√
1 + un,cs

√
ucsun,cs − u2cs (5.11)

using Eqs. (4.39), (4.42) and k · qi = ωm?

√
1 + un,cs in POCS-CMSn,cs according to (4.29).

As derived in App. B, the SPL case will lead to a small upper integration limit and Zn,soft
including modified functions R21,soft and T31,soft, respectively.

For the following discussion let us set qi,0 ≡ λm? with the often used parameter λ > 1,
leading to qi,3 = −m?

√
λ2 − 1 < 0. Taking nω = −qi,3 in POCS-CMSn,cs one gets

λ =

√
u2n,soft

4
+ 1 (5.12)

and

qi,3 =
−m?un,soft

2
, (5.13)

where un,soft = 2nω/m?, see App. B. This gives for the corresponding upper integration
limit in the present, still unconstrained, case:

un,cs −→ un,coll ≡
[un,soft

2
+ λ
]2
− 1. (5.14)

9Note that un,cs remains unchanged since no constraint, cf. footnote 7, on the final energies is imposed.
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Consequently, we derive for (5.11), using Eq. (5.13)

Zn,cs −→ Zn,coll = 2n
ξ√

1 + ξ2

√
ucsun,coll − u2cs

[1 + un,coll]u
2
n,soft

. (5.15)

The limiting value λ→ 1 will directly lead to the initial rest-frame, i.e. qi,3 → 0, according
to Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13). Considering this limit will therefore directly lead to the SPL
approach, i.e. nω ≈ 0. Contrary, if one expects that the initial electron has non-vanishing
momentum, we have to choose the parameters, cf. Eq. (5.12), such that

n2ω2

m2
?

� 0 (5.16)

or

un,soft � 0, (5.17)

respectively. Note that otherwise R21,coll will vanish completely, see App. B. Because of
that, even for ξ � 1 and ω � m the present non-constrained result will be relevant for
sufficient large n. Or say, for a proper “correction” in the multi-photon-regime one has
to consider the generalised solution (4.38) even for small field parameters since the total
amount of energy for the absorbed field quanta will be sufficiently large although each of
them is supposed to be soft.

Note that due to the equality nω + qi,3 = 0 the particle momentum is being refined
for every single mode in the perturbation series since n varies. This has simply the con-
sequence that by fixing the initial electron momentum, it will be possible to single out the
contribution coming from one specific harmonic mode in the series. This provides actually
an interesting possibility of adjusting the measurement sensitivity according to any per-
turbation level: i.e. the dominant term for a specific parameter combination in the series
will provide the electron momentum for the “ideal” CMSn,cs frame, respectively. More-
over, a proper lab CMS is therefore expected to be approximately identical to CMSn,cs of
the dominant contribution.

5.1.3 Integrations over all Fourier phases

Applying Eqs. (5.10), (5.11) and (5.3) - (5.5) to Eq. (4.38) yields following total scattering
probability:

Wcs,coll ≡
e2

23[2qi,0][2π]

∞∑
n=1

∫ π

−π
dϕ

∫ π

−π
dϑ exp (in[ϕ− ϑ])

∫ un,coll

0

ducs
[1 + ucs]2

×
{
J0
(

2Zn,coll sin

(
ϕ− ϑ

2

))[
T31,coll + T32,coll sin

2

(
ϕ− ϑ

2

)]
−
[
iR21,coll sin(ϕ− ϑ)

2

]
×
[
J0
(

2Zn,coll sin

(
ϕ− ϑ

2

))
+ J2

(
2Zn,coll sin

(
ϕ− ϑ

2

))]}
.

(5.18)
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Since the Fourier phases ϕ and ϑ only occur in the constellation ϕ−ϑ, it is useful to change
to

dϕdϑ = −1

2
dϕ−dϕ+, (5.19)

where obviously the light-cone coordinates have been chosen:

ϕ− ≡ ϕ− ϑ
2

, (5.20)

ϕ+ ≡ ϕ+ ϑ

2
, (5.21)

where the integration about ϕ+ gives
∫ π
−π dϕ

+ = 2π. Using the Euler formula, we can
apply Neumann’s integral identity10 relating Bessel functions J0 and Jn ∀ n ∈ N:

2πJ 2
n (Z) =

∫ π

−π
dz J0 (2Z sin(z)) exp (2inz) (5.22)

∀Z ∈ R. Applying Eq. (5.22) to Eq. (5.18) we obtain

Wcs,coll =
e2

23[2qi,0]2

∞∑
n=1

∫ un,coll

0

ducs
[1 + ucs]2

{
− 2πT31,collJ 2

n (Zn,coll)

+
2πT32,coll

4

[
J 2
n−1(Zn,coll) + J 2

n+1(Zn,coll)− 2J 2
n (Zn,coll)

]
+

2πR21,coll

4

[
J 2
n−1(Zn,coll)− J 2

n+1(Zn,coll)
]

+
R21,coll

4

∫ π

−π
dϕ−J2

(
2Zn,coll sinϕ

−) [e2i[n−1]ϕ− − e2i[n+1]ϕ−
]}

.

(5.23)

It is evident that such non-restricted energy contributions lead to additional terms (pro-
portional to R21,coll), extending substantially the SPL approximation. One still has the
integral over ϕ− in Eq. (5.23), which has the general form

∫ π
−π dx J2 (2Z sin(x)) e2inx with

n ∈ Z. This expression differs in a crucial way from the one in (5.22). Due to the re-
placement of J0 by J2, the previously mentioned Neumann’s integral identity cannot be
applied directly. We therefore use Sonine’s integral [103] and replace J2 in terms of J0.
Applying in addition Neumann’s integral identity (5.22) yields:∫ π

−π
dϕ J2 (2Z sinϕ) exp(2inϕ) −→ πZ2

∫ π/2

0
dx sin(x) cos3(x)

×
[
2J 2

n (Z sin(x))− J 2
n−1(Z sin(x))− J 2

n+1(Z sin(x))
]
.

(5.24)

By performing a variable transformation we achieve moreover∫ π

−π
dϕ J2 (2Z sinϕ) exp(2inϕ)

= πZ2

∫ 1

0
dy y(1− y2)

[
2J 2

n (Zy)− J 2
n−1(Zy)− J 2

n+1(Zy)
]

= 2π

[
Θ

(
1

2
− |n|

)
J 2
n+1(Z)−Θ

(
n− 1

2

)
Fn(Z)

]
,

(5.25)

10Sec. 2.6 in [103]
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where Θ denotes the usual Heaviside step function11. The function Fn(Z) is defined in
App. A in terms of generalised Hypergeometric functions and the usual Gamma function.
Note that latter result (5.25) is only valid ∀ n ≥ 0 and Z ≥ 0. For the remaining integral in
Eq. (5.23) we therefore conclude following solution∫ π

−π
dϕ J2 (2Z sinϕ)

[
e2i[n−1]ϕ − e2i[n+1]ϕ

]
= 2π

[
M1n −M2n + P2n

]
(5.26)

∀ n ≥ 1 which is in accordance with the series in Eq. (5.23) starting with n = 1. The
additional definitions M1n, M2n and P2n are also listed in App. A. Finally, we obtain the
following total probability:

Wcs,coll =
e2[2π]

23[2qi,0]

∞∑
n=1

∫ un,coll

0
ducs Ĵn,coll(Zn,coll(ucs)). (5.27)

The non-trivial contribution has been abbreviated as follows:

Ĵn,coll(Zn,coll) ≡
1

[1 + ucs]2

[
− T31,coll

2
J 2
n +

T32,coll

8

[
J 2
n−1 + J 2

n+1 − 2J 2
n

]
+

R21,coll

8

[
J 2
n−1 − J 2

n+1

]
+

R21,coll

8

[
M1n −M2n + P2n

]] (5.28)

where all functions Jn, M1n, M2n and P2n have Zn,coll as their argument. Expression
(5.28) illustrates strongly that non-negligible extensions, in particular for high-energy
photons, are modified by a set of standard Bessel and generalised hypergeometric func-
tions12.

There is another reason for studying a non-constrained solution with respect to the
photon energies which has been aimed in the present study. In several nonlinear QED
scenarios it is common to probe the nonlinearity by an external pure electric plane-wave
field provided, for instance, in some laser facilities. Assuming such a background field
will immediately lead to the intensity parameter ξ2 = e2E2[mω]−2 [98], where E denotes
the electric field amplitude and ω its frequency. For simplifying reasons allowing a pertur-
bative treatment of the background field would therefore require ξ � 1. This limit can be
either achieved for small electric field amplitudes or for sufficient large field frequencies.
It becomes therefore evident that in latter case one has to take a more generalised result
into account without constraining photon energies to the soft regime.

5.2 Discussion on energetic contributions

In this section we compare the unconstrained solution (5.27), derived in the previous
section, with the in the literature well-known SPL approximation (App. B), considering

11Θ(x) =

{
0 ∀ x < 0

1 ∀ x > 0
12Definitions in App. A: Heaviside step functions are exactly highlighting this behaviour.
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the corresponding phase-space integrands, cf. Eqs. (5.28) and (B.11), Ĵn,coll(Zn,coll) and
Ĵn,soft(Zn,soft), normalised by [mξ]−2. Obviously, these terms contribute essentially to the
total Compton scattering probability. In case the condition (5.16) or (5.17), respectively, is
fulfilled, the unconstrained formula is expected to become relevant for a proper descrip-
tion. According to this condition, we have to take all additive terms into account only
if ω � m, even in case of large parameters ξ. This limit indicates that for low-frequent
fields the SPL solution would be sufficient, in particular in the environment of usually
considered high intense external fields. However, in the energetic regime, i.e. field pho-
ton energies ω & m, this approximation does not hold. A first example is shown in Fig. 5
below.
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(a) red (n = 1), blue (n = 2), green (n = 3) and
dashed (soft), solid (coll)
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(b) red (n = 1), blue (n = 2), green (n = 3) and
dotted envelope (soft), solid envelope (coll)

Figure 5. Contributions to the total the Compton scattering probability for field parameters ξ =

1.0 and ω [m−1] = 0.5: In the left panel the Bessel function arguments Zn,coll(ucs), Zn,soft(ucs)
are plotted for the first three harmonics in the series. In the right panel the related integrands
Ĵn,coll(Zn,coll) and Ĵn,soft(Zn,soft), normalised by [mξ]−2, and their integral areas are shown. The
functions are plotted versus the integral variable ucs up to the corresponding Compton edges
un,coll and un,soft.

We set the parameters, just for illustrative reasons, ξ = 1.0 and ω = 0.5m. On the
left hand-side of Fig. 5 the corresponding function argument Zn,coll(ucs) (Zn,soft(ucs)),
cf. Eqs. (5.15) and (B.6), has been plotted versus ucs for the first three harmonic modes
n = 1, 2, 3. Note that the upper limit for ucs is exactly the Compton edge un,coll (un,soft).
Furthermore, Compton edges become more shifted with increasing n, whereas this effect
is stronger for the unconstrained case according to (5.15). It is remarkable that condition
(5.17) is already fulfilled for n = 1, i.e. un,soft ∼ 1. Therefore, one expects a notable
difference between Ĵn,coll and Ĵn,soft. This discrepancy is shown in Fig. 5 (b). One observes
a clear relevance of the unconstrained result, in particular becoming more distinct for
higher n. This change is basically caused by two main reasons: due to larger Compton
edges un,coll, the integral area is enlarged. On the other hand, the envelope shape in the
unconstrained case is modified due to additional terms, cf. Eq. (5.28), which contribute
in a crucial way to the complete integral area. One also has to note that in both cases the
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considered patterns — so the complete integral value — become narrowed. This clarifies
for n → ∞ the expected convergence of the series in Eqs. (5.27) and (B.10), respectively.
The impact of higher photon energies is shown in Fig. 6.
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(a) Harmonic mode n = 2: ω [m−1] =

{1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6} (red, blue, green, yellow) plot-
ted for approaches soft (dotted envelope) and coll

(solid envelope)
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(b) Harmonic mode n = 3: ω [m−1] =

{1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6} (red, blue, green, yellow) plot-
ted for approaches soft (dotted envelope) and coll

(solid envelope)

Figure 6. Contributions to the total Compton scattering probability for fixed harmonic modes
with ξ = 0.1: The integrands Ĵn,coll(Zn,coll) and Ĵn,soft(Zn,soft), normalised by [mξ]−2, are plotted
for different photon energies versus ucs up to the corresponding Compton edges un,coll and un,soft,
respectively.

Here we have ξ = 0.1 and fixed harmonic modes n = 2 (a) and n = 3 (b), varying pho-
ton energies ω [m−1] = {1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6}. The leading term for n = 1 is omitted but behaves
in a similar way. Due to the large discrepancies between the Compton edges un,soft and
un,coll, the unconstrained integrands exceed the SPL approach already at relative small ucs
such that the SPL does not fit well to the exact total scattering probability. Furthermore,
one recognizes that integral areas become drastically enlarged by increasing the photon
energy. From this point of view, it might be interesting to study the effectiveness consid-
ering either large intensities or high energies. Investigations in this direction we plan to
address in a forthcoming paper. However, in total, latter features underline substantially
the relevance of the generalised formula presented in (5.27).

In a final step let us discuss the case of only small field parameters such that accord-
ing to condition (5.16) the discrepancies between the unconstrained formula (5.27) and the
SPL approximation (B.10) are expected to be small, particularly for the leading term in the
series, compared with the cases before. Therefore, we choose ξ = 0.1 and ω = 0.1m and
show the corresponding integrands (5.28), (B.11) and integral areas, respectively, for the
first three harmonics n = 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 7. Apart from the fact that next to leading terms,
i.e. n ≥ 2, achieve very small integrand values, cf. 7 (b) and (c), one realizes in addi-
tion that integrand values for latter cases are drastically reduced comparing with the case
n = 1 shown in Fig. 7 (a). Due to the smallness of the Compton edges un,coll and un,soft,
respectively, we determine for n = 1 the accordance of both integrands for ucs . 0.1,
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which is in good agreement with condition (5.17). With increasing n the Compton edges
drift apart. Consequently, discrepancies between both formulae become more noticeable.
Strictly speaking, for higher harmonics one needs to take the unconstrained formula into
account, even if the contributions become less dominant.
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(c) n = 3

Figure 7. Contributions to the total Compton scattering probability for parameters ξ = 0.1 and
ω [m−1] = 0.1: Integrands Ĵn,coll(Zn,coll) (solid envelope) and Ĵn,soft(Zn,soft) (dotted envelope),
normalised by [mξ]−2, are shown. The functions are plotted versus ucs up to the corresponding
Compton edges un,coll and un,soft.

6 Pair production in generalised plane-wave background fields

6.1 Differential pair production probability

In this section we will address another elementary QED process, namely the case of
photon induced electron-positron pair production, often referred as the nonlinear Breit-
Wheeler process [104]. The mutual absorption of two photons was first discussed in
Ref. [15] and is shown in Fig. 8. It is obtained from Fig. 4 via crossing symmetry, where n
external field quanta collide with a high-energy photon.

Momentum conservation for the different harmonic modes reads as snkµ + kµi =

qµ− + qµ+, where kµi , qµ− and qµ+ denote the momenta for the incoming photon, outgoing
electron and outgoing positron, respectively, as previously defined in Eq. (4.4). Note, how-
ever, that unlike Compton scattering, strong field induced pair production is a threshold
process which requires a minimum energy input or, equivalently, a minimum number of
external field quanta discussed below, which becomes in SFQED 2m2

k·ki →
2m2

?
k·ki [22]. Follow-

ing closely Sec. 4.1, we start with the S-matrix element

M± =
−ie√
2ωi

∫
d4x exp(iki · x)ΨV

q−/εiΨ
V
q+ , (6.1)

where εiµ is the polarisation vector for the initial photon. ΨV
q− and ΨV

q+ are external field
dressed Volkov state representations for electron and positron, respectively. Performing
the spatial integration after Fourier decomposing the modified vertex function, as carried
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q−

−q+

ki γµ

(a) “Dressed” fermionic external lines
and free vertex.

p−

−p+

ki γ̃µ

(b) Usual free fermionic external lines
and “dressed” vertex.

Figure 8. Alternative diagrammatic illustrations for nonlinear Breit-Wheeler pair production in
external background field. The modified “dressed” vertex γ̃µ is provided with an additional cycle.
Double lines are indicating the exact Volkov external lines for out-going electron and positron
with momenta qµ+ and qµ−, respectively. The wavy line is representing the in-coming photon with
momentum kµi . Note the negative momentum −qµ+ for the anti-particle being “time reversed”.

out in Sec. 4, leads to

M± = −ie 1√
2ωi

1√
2q+,0

1√
2q−,0

1

2πL
(2π)4

∞∑
n=−∞

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

× δ(4) (ki + snk − q+ − q−) exp (isnϕ)up− γ̃
µ(q+, q−, ϕ)εiµvp+

(6.2)

with the modified vertex function

γ̃µ(q+, q−, ϕ) ≡ exp
(
iPq−(ϕ)

)
Πµ
ϕ,pp(q+, q−) exp

(
−iPq+(ϕ)

)
, (6.3)

whereas up− (vp+) denotes the free Dirac bispinor for the electron (positron). Note that the
matrix resulting from the Fourier expansion, reads in case of pair production as:

Πµ
ϕ,pp(q+, q−) ≡

[
1 +

e /A(ϕ) · /k
2k · q−

]
γµ
[
1− e/k · /A(ϕ)

2k · q+

]
. (6.4)

Similarly to Eq. (4.14), we have to compute again the square ofM± and sum over all final
particle spins s−, s+ and over the initial photon polarisation εi. Therefore, one has to cal-
culate the sum

∑
εi,s−,s+

[
up−Mϕ,ppvp+

] [
up−Mϑ,ppvp+

]∗ with Mϕ,pp ≡ Πµ
ϕ,pp(q+, q−)εiµ and

Mϑ,pp ≡ Πν
ϑ,pp(q+, q−)εiν . This leads to the trace Spp ≡ Tr

(
[/p− +m]Πϕ,pp[/p+ −m]γ0Π†ϑ,ppγ

0
)

for which we obtain by imposing the Lorenz gauge:

Spp =− 16m2 − 8p− · p+ − 4e [Aϕ +Aϑ] ·
[
q−

[
k · q+
k · q−

+ 1

]
− q+

[
k · q−
k · q+

+ 1

]]
+ 4e2

[
A2
ϑ +A2

ϕ +Aϕ · Aϑ
[
k · q−
k · q+

+
k · q+
k · q−

]]
,

(6.5)
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Rewriting p− · p+, see Eq. (3.5), in terms of final effective momenta, we obtain, similarly
to Eq. (4.17), the differential pair production probability:

dWpp = e2[2π]4
1

2ωi

1

[2πL]2
d3qqq−
2q−,0

d3qqq+
2q+,0

∞∑
n=−∞

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

∫ πL

−πL
dϑ δ(4) (ki + snk − q+ − q−)×{

− 16m2 − 8q− · q+ − 4e2a2
[
k · q−
k · q+

+
k · q+
k · q−

]
+ 4e2

[
A2
ϑ +A2

ϕ +Aϕ · Aϑ
[
k · q−
k · q+

+
k · q+
k · q−

]]
− 4e [Aϕ +Aϑ] ·

[
q−

[
k · q+
k · q−

+ 1

]
− q+

[
k · q−
k · q+

+ 1

]]}
exp

(
i

[
q− · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · q−

−
q+ · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · q+

])
× exp (isn[ϕ− ϑ]) .

(6.6)

6.2 Phase-space in photon-photon collision

We choose again the external field photon momentum orientation in ẑ-direction, i.e. kµ =

[ω, 0, 0, ω]. The invariant phase-space measure is given by∫
dLIPS δ(4) (ki + snk − q+ − q−) =

∫
d3qqq−
2q−,0

∫
d3qqq+
2q+,0

δ(4) (ki + snk − q+ − q−) . (6.7)

As in the case before, we define

upp ≡
k · q+
k · q−

, (6.8)

and we construct a mode-dependent CMSn,pp frame characterised by

snkkk + kkki = qqq− + qqq+ = 0. (6.9)

Regarding the interpretation of such a “perturbative” CMS frame, we refer to previous
discussion in Sec. 4.3. Condition (6.9) implies directly |qqq+| = |qqq−|. For the total energy of
the system we conclude accordingly

εn,pp ≡ snω + ωi = q−,0 + q+,0. (6.10)

Imposing latter CMSn,pp frame in case of pair production does not lead to constraints for
the photon energy. However, one has to take into account that imposing CMSn,pp leads to
an initial quantised photon with momentum kkki = [0, 0,−ωi] in ẑ-direction. Therefore,

snω = ωi (6.11)

has to be set. Consequently, the choice for kkki leads to

A · ki = ωiA,3,
B(ϕ,ϑ) · ki = ωiB(ϕ,ϑ),3,

(6.12)

cf. Eq. (4.18). Furthermore, the effective electron and positron momenta are supposed to
be on-shell with respect to the effective quasi-mass, i.e. q2− = q2+ = m2

?. One should note
that those relations force additionally the equality

q−,0 = q+,0 = ωi (6.13)
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in the present POCS-CMSn,pp frame. We split up the resulting delta function in the follow-
ing way δ(4) (ki + snk − q+ − q−) −→ δ (εn,pp − q−,0 − q+,0) δ(3) (qqq− + qqq+) and parametrize
the final effective electron momentum qqq− applying spherical coordinates. Note that the
absolute value for the final created electron momentum is completely fixed due to POCS-

CMSn,pp with |qqq−| =
√
ω2
i −m2

?. This indicates that the integration over all possible
final electron momenta requires the condition ωi ≥ m?, leading in the POCS-CMSn,pp
frame immediately to the previous mentioned minimum number of external field quanta
sn ≥ 2m2

?[k · ki]−1. Following closely Sec. 4.3, we proceed first with

upp + 1 = εn,pp[q−,0 − |qqq−| cos(θ)]−1 (6.14)

and obtain the differential relation

d cos(θ) =
εn,pp

|qqq−|[1 + upp]2
dupp, (6.15)

respectively. The corresponding upper and lower integration limit, in analogy to Eqs. (4.29)
and (4.30), but with respect to the system energy from (6.10), reads as:

max{upp} −→ umaxn,pp ≡
ε2n,pp[1 +

√
1− 4m2

?/ε
2
n,pp]

2m2
?

− 1 [θ = 0], (6.16)

min{upp} −→ uminn,pp ≡
ε2n,pp[1−

√
1− 4m2

?/ε
2
n,pp]

2m2
?

− 1 [θ = π]. (6.17)

Hence, we derive a reduced Lorentz-invariant phase-space measure

dL̂IPSpp ≡
∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ umaxn,pp

uminn,pp

dupp
23[1 + upp]2

(6.18)

similar to (4.28).

6.3 Total pair production probability

Taking the minimum number of field quanta into account (sn > 0), we apply finally (6.18)
to Eq. (6.6) and obtain:

Wpp =
e2

2ωi

1

[2πL]2

∞∑
n=1

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

∫ πL

−πL
dϑ exp (isn[ϕ− ϑ])

∫
dL̂IPSpp

×
{
− 16m2 − 8q− · [snk + ki] + 8m2

? − 4e2a2

[
1 + u2pp
upp

]

− 4e [Aϕ +Aϑ] ·
[
q−

[
[1 + upp]

2

upp

]
− ki

[
1 + upp
upp

]]
+ 4e2

[
A2
ϕ +A2

ϑ +Aϕ · Aϑ
[

1 + u2pp
upp

]]}
× exp

(
i

[[
[1 + upp]

2

upp

]
q− · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · ki

−
[

1 + upp
upp

]
ki · B(ϕ,ϑ)
k · ki

])
.

(6.19)
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Latter expression shows that applying a variable substitution ũ =
[1+upp]2

4upp
, would be prin-

cipally also beneficial for solving the integration over upp or respectively ũ. Indeed the
choice ũ ≡ [k·ki]2

4k·q−k·q+ has been considered in most of the discussions in the literature for
some specific field shape assumptions, as for instance circular polarised shapes in (5.1).
Defining, analogously as in the case before, some φ-independent functions B̃j and T̃j , see
App. A, we obtain finally the following generalised total pair production probability for
the case ωi ≥ m?:

Wpp =
e2[2π]

23[2ωi][2πL]2

∞∑
n=1

∫ πL

−πL
dϕ

∫ πL

−πL
dϑ exp (isn[ϕ− ϑ])

∫ umaxn,pp

uminn,pp

dupp
[1 + upp]2

×
{
T̃3J0

(√
B̃2

1 + B̃2
2

)
−
i
[
B̃2T̃2 + B̃1T̃1

]
2

[
J0
(√

B̃2
1 + B̃2

2

)
+ J2

(√
B̃2

1 + B̃2
2

)]}
× exp

(
−iB̃3

)
.

(6.20)

One should note that our result in (6.20) extends the expressions discussed in the
literature, cf. e.g. Ref. [98], where usually only the first term is contained, multiplied with
T̃3 in case of the field from (5.1). Such a simplified expression, for instance, can precisely
be derived on basis of the general result (6.20), assuming initial photon energies of the
order ωi ∼ m? in addition. Hence, final electron momenta become negligible small, in
particular |qqq−|2 ≈ 0, such that according to B̃jT̃j ≈ 0 for j = 1, 2, the extra terms from
above are negligible.
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7 Conclusion

We presented a comprehensive investigation of nonlinear lepton-photon interactions in
external background fields. The considered strong-field processes were Compton scatter-
ing and stimulated electron-positron pair production (nonlinear Breit-Wheeler process).
A semi-classical method based on coherent states of radiation allowed us to treat the ex-
ternal background quasi-classically in the ordinary QED action. For the corresponding
modified particle states we applied the well-known Volkov representations where the
background field has been assumed to be an arbitrary periodic plane-wave. Construct-
ing a special photon-oriented coordinate frame, we obtained for a large class of plane-
wave background fields a closed formula for the total scattering probability considering
S-matrix elements without constraining photon energies. Our result includes in its most
general form a sum over all harmonics coming from the field quanta, a one-fold phase-
space integration, plus a two-fold integral over background induced phases. We obtained
additive contributions extending known expressions in the literature beyond the usual
soft terms. We discussed in great detail the relevance of these extra terms by applying our
general formula to Compton scattering by an electron propagating in a laser-like back-
ground and compared our unconstrained phase-space integrand with the one in SPL. We
showed that already the leading term in the soft limit is not sufficient to describe the exact
total scattering probability for large energies. Furthermore, we calculated that the gener-
alised unconstrained solution is strongly required in particular for the highly nonlinear
regime. In case of small field parameters those effects become already relevant in the sec-
ond harmonics. Applying crossing symmetry, we derived accordingly for the same class
of external background fields a closed formula for the total pair production probability.
Interacting photons have been considered energetically unconstrained such that new ad-
ditive contributions, comparing with expressions from the literature, become relevant as
in the case before.
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A Definitions, solutions and abbreviations

Definitions of φ-independent functions in POCS-CMSn,cs

B1 ≡ [1 + ucs]ωfB(ϕ,ϑ),1 sin(θ)[k · qi]−1 (A.1)

B2 ≡ [1 + ucs]ωfB(ϕ,ϑ),2 sin(θ)[k · qi]−1 (A.2)

B3 ≡ [1 + ucs]ωfB(ϕ,ϑ),3 cos(θ)[k · qi]−1 + qi · B(ϕ,ϑ)[k · qi]−1 (A.3)

T1 ≡ 4eucsωf [Aϕ +Aϑ],1 sin(θ) (A.4)

T2 ≡ 4eucsωf [Aϕ +Aϑ],2 sin(θ) (A.5)

T3 ≡ 16m2 − 8qi,0qf,0 + 8ωfqi,3 cos(θ)− 4eucsqi · [Aϕ +Aϑ][1 + ucs]
−1

− 4e2
[
A2
ϕ +A2

ϑ −Aϕ · Aϑ[1 + [1 + ucs]
2][1 + ucs]

−1]
+ 4eucsωf [Aϕ +Aϑ],3 cos(θ)− 4e2a2[1 + [1 + ucs]

2][1 + ucs]
−1 (A.6)

Definitions of φ-independent functions in POCS-CMSn,pp

B̃1 ≡ [1 + upp]
2u−1pp |qqq−|B(ϕ,ϑ),1 sin(θ)[k · ki]−1 (A.7)

B̃2 ≡ [1 + upp]
2u−1pp |qqq−|B(ϕ,ϑ),2 sin(θ)[k · ki]−1 (A.8)

B̃3 ≡ [1 + upp]u
−1
pp ki · B(ϕ,ϑ)[k · ki]−1 − [1 + upp]

2u−1pp q− · B(ϕ,ϑ)[k · ki]−1 (A.9)

T̃1 ≡ 4e[1 + upp]
2u−1pp |qqq−|[Aϕ +Aϑ],1 sin(θ) (A.10)

T̃2 ≡ 4e[1 + upp]
2u−1pp |qqq−|[Aϕ +Aϑ],2 sin(θ) (A.11)

T̃3 ≡ −16m2 + 8m2
? − 16ω2

i − 4e2a2[1 + u2pp]u
−1
pp

+ 4e2
[
A2
ϕ +A2

ϑ +Aϕ · Aϑ[1 + u2pp]u
−1
pp

]
+ 4eki · [Aϕ +Aϑ] [1 + upp]u

−1
pp

+ 4e[1 + upp]
2u−1pp |qqq−|[Aϕ +Aϑ],3 cos(θ) (A.12)

Solution of modified Neumann’s integral identity

The solution for the modified Neumann identity reads as∫ π

−π
dϕ J2 (2Z sinϕ) exp(2inϕ) = 2π

[
Θ

(
1

2
− |n|

)
J 2
n+1(Z)−Θ

(
n− 1

2

)
Fn(Z)

]
,

(A.13)
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valid ∀ n ≥ 0 ∀ Z ≥ 0 where

Fn(Z) ≡ 2−4−2nZ2n

[
− 161F2

({
−1

2 + n
}

; {1 + n,−1 + 2n} ;−Z2
)

Γ(n)Γ(1 + n)

+
8Z2

1F2

({
1
2 + n

}
; {2 + n, 1 + 2n} ;−Z2

)
Γ(1 + n)Γ(2 + n)

− Z4
1F2

({
3
2 + n

}
; {3 + n, 3 + 2n} ;−Z2

)
Γ(2 + n)Γ(3 + n)

+
n162F3

({
−1

2 + n, 1 + n
}

; {n, 2 + n,−1 + 2n} ;−Z2
)

Γ(n)Γ(2 + n)

− 8[1 + n]Z2
2F3

({
1
2 + n, 2 + n

}
; {1 + n, 3 + n, 1 + 2n} ;−Z2

)
Γ(1 + n)Γ(3 + n)

+
[2 + n]Z4

2F3

({
3
2 + n, 3 + n

}
; {2 + n, 4 + n, 3 + 2n} ;−Z2

)
Γ(2 + n)Γ(4 + n)

]

(A.14)

has been defined. Here, pFq denotes the generalised hypergeometric function of order p, q
and is defined as:

pFq({a1, . . . , ap}; {b1, . . . , bq}; c) ≡
∞∑
k=0

(a1)k(a2)k . . . (ap)k
(b1)k(b2)k . . . (bq)k

[
ck

k!

]
. (A.15)

(a)k and (b)k denote the Pochhammer symbol

(a)k ≡
Γ(a+ k)

Γ(a)
(A.16)

in terms of the usual Gamma function Γ, which is defined for complex numbers with a
positive real part via a convergent improper integral as follows:

Γ(t) ≡
∫ ∞
0

xt−1 exp(−x) dx. (A.17)

Note, if t ∈ N+, the Gamma function can be related to the factorial by

Γ(t) = (t− 1)!. (A.18)

Functions resulting from modified Neumann’s integral identity

M1n(Z) ≡ Θ

(
1

2
− |n− 1|

)
J 2
n (Z) (A.19)

M2n(Z) ≡ Θ

(
[n− 1]− 1

2

)
Fn−1(Z) (A.20)

P2n(Z) ≡ Θ

(
[n+ 1]− 1

2

)
Fn+1(Z) (A.21)
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B Soft-photon limit for Compton scattering

The SPL approach for Compton scattering is considered, for instance in Refs. [42, 97],
assuming the same circularly polarised field from Eq. (5.1) we have applied before. In this
Appendix we illustrate the direct reduction to the total probability in SPL starting from
our general result (5.27), testing the validity of (4.38) for a generalised class of external
plane-wave fields.

Let us first assume the initial electron at rest, i.e. qqqi = 000. We achieve this limit by
setting λ → 1 (cf. Sec. 5). In the considered POCS-CMSn,cs frame, this leads immediately
to nω ≈ 0 for arbitrary large harmonics which manifests clearly the soft nature of the cor-
responding field photons. Consequently, one can conclude for the corresponding upper
limit in SPL

un,coll −→ un,soft ≡
2nω

m?
� 1, (B.1)

where the term n2[ω/m]2 has been avoided due to its negligible smallness for all harmonic
modes in the series. Hence, ucs will have small values during the remaining one-fold
phase-space integral. A direct consequence of this is the following relation k · qi ≈ k · qf .
Note that accordingly the trace from (4.15) will be less complicated, namely.:

Ssoft ≈ 8m2 − 2e2
[

1 + [1 + ucs]
2

1 + ucs

]
[Aϕ −Aϑ]2 . (B.2)

Using (4.39), the final scattered photon with momentum kf can also be supposed as soft,
such that we conclude

ωf ≈ 0. (B.3)

Since un,soft � 1, we deduce in (4.41) accordingly qf,0 � ωf and hence ωf � m?. Apply-
ing (B.3), we may continue with another useful approximation:

qi,0qf,0 ≈ m2
?. (B.4)

Finally, after discussing briefly the soft nature of the emitted photon, whereas un,soft
turned out to be negligible small such that

[1 + un,coll] −→ [1 + un,soft] ≈ 1 (B.5)

can be assumed, we proceed based on Eq. (5.15) with the following argument

Zn,coll −→ Zn,soft ≈ 2n
ξ√

1 + ξ2

√
ucs
un,soft

− u2cs
u2n,soft

, (B.6)
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which is in full agreement with the literature, cf. e.g. Ref. [61]13. Furthermore, following
the SPL approximations for the functions defined in Sec. 5 applies:

R21,coll −→ R21,soft ≡ 0, (B.7)

T31,coll −→ T31,soft ≡ 8m2, (B.8)

T32,coll −→ T32,soft ≡ 8m2ξ2
[

1 + [1 + ucs]
2

1 + ucs

]
. (B.9)

Please note that each of the modes in the series correspond to a discretised momentum
conservation law nkµ+qµi = qµf +kµf . Multiplying with qµi and using Eq. (B.4) for the initial
rest frame, one obtains nω = ωf . The conservation is only satisfied if n ≥ 1. Therefore, by
applying all derivations (B.6) - (B.9) to Eq. (5.27) we obtain the total Compton scattering
probability:

Wcs,soft =
e2[2π]

23[2qi,0]

∞∑
n=1

∫ un,soft

0
ducs Ĵn,soft(Zn,soft(ucs)). (B.10)

The non-trivial integrand in SPL reads as:

Ĵn,soft(Zn,soft) ≡
1

[1 + ucs]2

[
− T31,soft

2
J 2
n +

T32,soft

8

[
J 2
n−1 + J 2

n+1 − 2J 2
n

] ]
, (B.11)

where J 2
j ≡ J 2

j (Zn,soft). This result, often presented in the literature, is — as we have
recently shown and discussed in detail — strongly restricted to the case of soft photons.

13Note the sign change due to different convention for strength parameter, i.e. ξ = −e2a2
m2 → ξ = e2a2

m2 .
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